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Lawmakers
hack millions
from li-system
Loss of $6 million
could raise tuition
Kyle Wood
Kaimin Reporter

The House Taxation Committee
approved a $6 million cut in higher educa
tion coffers Thursday, paving the way for
possible tuition increases or fewer class
sections next year, UM officials said after
the vote.
The bill spared the university system
from an additional $3 million cut that Gov.
Marc Racicot wanted to be used to ease
rocketing property tax rates.
The committee cut $12 million out of
the university system’s take of the General
Fund, but half of that will be offset with
higher-than-expected property tax collec
tions earmarked for higher education.
Commissioner of Higher Education Jeff
Baker has said he will ask the Board of
Regents for a 25 percent across-the-board
increase to make up the difference.
Jim Todd, UM’s vice president for
Administration and Finance, said if tuition
doesn’t increase, the students will find it
See “Lawmakers ” page 3

New UM cop happy to be home
different states.
One evening, Jamie’s father called
the couple in Seattle to tell Drew
Missoulians Jamie Persha and her- about an opening for an officer at
UM. But Drew knew that one of
husband, Drew, hoped one of them
Jamie’s earliest interests had been to
would end up as a cop in the
get into law enforcement.
Northwest.
Jamie wanted to take a shot at the
Both of them nearly did, but in two
campus posi
tion, so Drew
applied at the
Seattle Police
Department.
One way or
the other,
they hoped
one of them
would get a
police depart
ment position
in one of the
two towns.
Jamie
Persha
passed the
written and
physical tests
MISSOULA. NATIVE Jamie Persha was chosen from
J°e Weston .in Missoula
over one hundred applications for the UM Police offiKaimin in August
cer position. Although a full-time officer, she will be riding shotgun and was
until she receives a special-order bullet-proof vest.
asked to
Jeff Jones

Kaimin Reporter

Thumb
Guide

•Page 6—ASUM
Sen. Betty Gregory
and Black Student
Union at odds over
club’s future.

•Page 7—Local
band vows to liven
up Missoula live
scene.

Lawsuit imminent
if funds slashed,
says UM alliance

come back for an oral test. Jamie and
12 other finalists had made the cut
Kyle Wood
from a beginning pool of about 160
Kaimin Reporter
applicants.
She survived the interviews, con
A UM disabilities alliance said it will sue
ducted by a 6-person panel, and the
the state if the Legislature yanks funding
field was down to five. She had to
for the embattled elevator project in the
return again for the final round of a
Liberal Arts building. The House Taxation
different set of oral questions. In late
Committee voted Thursday to do just that,
October, UM Campus Security
taking money for the project to balance the
Director Ken Willett phoned her in
state budget.
Seattle with a job offer.
If approved by both the House and the
But by then, Drew had applied for
Senate, the bill would save the state $2.6
a job at the Seattle Police
million and put on hold the $280,000 eleva
Department and had passed the writ tor and three roof projects at UM, as well as
ten and physical tests.
other projects across the state.
“It was kind of tense trying to
The project is required by law in the
decide what to do,” she said. “But we
Americans with Disabilities Act.
decided this would be our best oppor
“This is heading toward litigation,” said
tunity to come back to Missoula. My
Jim Marks, director of UM’s Disability
husband is extremely excited for me.
Services. “I don’t think there’s any question
He’s been really supportive the whole about that.”
time.”
The elevator project, along with the con
Jamie Persha started her new job
struction of an elevator in the Business
in November. Her husband Drew
Building, came under fire in September
plans to apply for a city or county law from critics who said the state was drag
enforcement jbb.
ging its feet. Approved in 1991, the
Business Building elevator is currently
She said she has learned to take
advantage of her intelligence and her under construction. The Liberal Arts pro
ject was approved in 1993, but financial
athleticism, and recalled growing up
See “New Officer ” page 3 problems have delayed both projects.
UM has done what it can to make the
•Pages 8,9—
•Page 13—UM
campus accessible, now the only alternative
Bitterroot logger
photojournalism
is a lawsuit if the elevator project is delayed
uses horse power
students focus
again, said Bill Llewellyn, director of the
to harvest trees.
their creativity
Alliance for Disability and Students at UM.
The bill, House Bill 2, will go before the
inward.
House possibly as early as Saturday morn
ing, according to Bob Frazier, UM’s legisla
tive liaison.
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EDITORIAL---------

Dorm tour
leaves UM
out in the cold
It’s been about 65 degrees and
sunny all week in the San Francisco
Bay area.
That doesn’t mean much to the
10,800 UM students stuck in this fluinfested winter wonderland, but it sure
does to three UM Resident Life
representatives, three dorm students,
three commercial architects and a
campus architect.
You see, these 10 lucky dogs have
gotten an all-expenses-paid “vacation”
to Washington and California — all
out of UM’S pocketbook. All $14,000 of
it
Of course, there’s a catch. No, UM
didn’t send 10 people down south just
to frolic in the California sun. They’re
out to inspect the dorms at the
University of Washington, the
University of California at Berkeley
and Stanford University.
That way, when it’s time for UM to
build the new dorm and family
housing complex and remodel existing
dorms, they’ll know how to do it right.
But in this age of fax machines and
modems, it seems that the new dorm
committee could have inspected these
other buildings through blueprints and
phone conversations, without ever
having to leave Missoula.
And it seems that architects are
paid to design efficient and comfortable
dorms and housing complexes all on
their own.
Yet it doesn’t seem very ethical to
ask students to pay for a week of fun in
the sun for four UM employees, three
business people and three long-time
dorm residents. But you bet we’ll pay.
All dorm residents will have to fork
over an extra $141 a year to pay for
the planning and construction of the
new $7 million dorm that the Board of
Regents approved this fall.
What’s worse is that the Legislature
voted yesterday to slash $12 million
from the university system. Although
some of that will be offset by higher
property taxes, there has been plenty
of talk about students making up the
loss with astronomical tuition and fees.
And what’s worst of all is that
budget cuts also mean the Liberal Arts
Building won’t get a new elevator,
which is required for disability access
not only by law but by the barest of
ethical standards.You bet well keep
paying and paying and paying as long
as this university keeps frivolously
spending and spending and spending.
Now, we’ve all heard the
administration’s plea: it can’t cut any
more. But I wonder just how necessary
this vacation, er trip, really was.
Since the UM Residence Life head
honchos are out of town, no one in the
office knows whether this type of
excursion is customary at UM. Dean of
Students Barbara Hollmann said she
didn’t know what happened in the
mid-1960s, the last time a dorm was
built on campus. She did say, however,
that other universities often tour other
dorms for design ideas.
Well, I guess that says it all.
Yet there’s only one university
whose state funding for higher
education and professors’ salaries rank
dead lowest in the nation, while 10 of
the lucky ones get a week in the sun.
And you bet it’s UM.
—Karen Coates

Perp, save that emu for dessert
A little aside, my friends,’ before I
delve into the actual writing of the
column.
It has come to my attention with the
possibility that this is my penultimate
column, that if I should ever decide to
try and use my hard worked art
enclosed herewithin, I might be in
something of a fix. Although I have
expended much time and effort
bringing the, shall we say, “nitty
gritty,” to your attention, there are still
those who have suggested I have never
written anything, “meaningful,” or
with a, “point.” For these somewhat
empty reasons I am now, and you’ll
hafta (that’s 50 percent of the North
American Free Trade Agreement, si?
Eh?) forgive me, going to prostitute my
gift in the name of future employment
and write a meaningful point-ridden
piece of topicality.
Here goes.
Although numerous people enjoy
the bird simply for the pleasure of
repeating its name, the emu is in
serious trouble. Yes, it is a large, non
flying Australian bird, similar to the
ostrich but somewhat smaller. If it
could fly maybe we would not think it
was so much similar.
OK, screw the natural world, that
ain’t my bag. Let’s talk politics.

Column
by
Shecky
Daly

On Wednesday, our couple
hundredth president signed the Brady
Bill, the first paper currency ever to
feature more than one person in that
oval on the front. Many more, in fact as
it will feature a total of eight
characters (or is it nine, that pesky
Alice can be a bit overbearing at
times).
Wait a minute, I have to come clean
with you. I don’t know all the little _
intricacies of the Brady Bill, so I really
shouldn’t write about that, either.
How do you feel about hate?
I think it’s great — really fine. In
fact, I do believe we could use a bit
more of it.
Now I’m not talking about hate as
in hate crimes, like the acts
perpetrated (perpetration is committed
by perpetrators - or perps as they’re
known in law enforcement circles) by

some people against others who are
unlike them.
An example would be that Dr. Seuss
book in which some of the goony
looking birds had stars on their
stomachs and some of the goony
looking birds had bare stomachs. The
upshot of all this was, of course, that
the bare-stomached birds, who were
greater in number, beat the starredstomached birds to within an inch of
their lives, with lead pipes assumedly
removed from the plumbing in the
bathrooms of their goony birdhouses.
That is not what I am talking about
here (and yes, I am talking). That, you
see, would be too serious even for this,
a serious column.
I am talking about hate not linked
to disgust, but to anger. As in, “I hate
you because you made me angry.” This
is healthy because it is healthy to hate
someone because you are angry at
him/her/Luke Perry. It angers me that
Luke got hitched before fulfilling his
obligation to take me on the dream
date I won in Teen Beat therefore I
shall hate him. This in no way means
that I won’t still try and make it with
him on our date.
I know the Hollywood type.
-Shecky Daly shaves shells
shometimes

Letters to the Editor
Campus police
abusing power
Editor:
This is my opinion based upon an
incident in the Kaimin’s Dec. 1 issue.
The issue is in regard to an
altercation between UM security
officer Roger Baeth and student
Porter Hammett. What happened to
those security guys I saw in the
beginning of the semester happily
pedaling upon bicycles? Is it getting
too cold to ride or walk upon campus
as the student population does? How
come we have to pay for these plush
vehicles when a mountain bike or a
pair of shoes would more than
suffice? We should’ve stayed with the
wary Sgt. O’Leary’s attitude of the
first part of our century, in which he
beat the street with his feet instead
of his ego. At that point in time, the
police were our equals and not our
adversaries. Today it is nothing more
that “us” and “them” hauling by us
with no concept of uniformity. I
personally feel intimidated, not
protected, by campus security at
night. Yes, Roger, I also feel for
certain that Porter, was a criminal;
riding a lightless bicycle oh
Thanksgiving night with a leashless
pet in tow. Yep, that’s a felon if I
ever saw one. Next time, if there is
one, you better be more, accurate in
assessing the situation first.

Possibly, if there were more felons to
chase in Missoula instead of
taillights, you’d know what to do. By
the way, how could Porter NOT be
endangered in the pursuit as well as
anyone else? What chance do we
have on foot or bicycle compared to
that of a vehicle? Go back to being a
crossing guard, Roger Baeth, as far
as I’m concerned, you’re unfit to be a
cop. And as for that wage you
receive, it would be better earned
huffing it out in the cold on foot. By
the way, I hope Sochi the dog took a
dump on your front seat.
—Greg Layda
freshman, general studies

the opponent’s home
crowd, but also in
the opponent’s
country.
I think the least
ANY host school can
do is play the visiting
country’s anthem and display their
flag, not only for what they inspire,
but, more importantly, as a sign of
respect. After all, the home team isn’t
fighting altitude sickness, jet lag, the
tiredness of constant traveling and
homesickness, as well as playing the
game ... are they?
—Louise Saunders
New Zealand
graduate student

Visiting teams
deserve respect

Fort should remain
public land

Editor:
A national anthem is the song of
Editor:
your country, inspiring goodwill, pride
Just why must the Universify sell
and patriotism. When it is played
the land at Fort Missoula? Is there a
before any sporting match, it should
real need for scholarships that most
also inspire sportsmanship.
students will never get? As a
At the Lady Griz v. Australia
university student, I can understand
basketball game on Nov. 17,1 was
the financial burden that college can
extremely disappointed to hear only
mean, but it never hurt anyone to go
the U.S. anthem sung and only the
out and get a job. What a waste to
U.S. flag in sight. There was no
develop this land only for a few
Australian flag or anthem to honor a
scholarships. Is it really worth giving
team who had the tenacity and love of a student a free ride, only to overlook
the game to come halfway around the
the real worth of the land.
world to play. Not only are these
Considering the land in question
women (and all other visiting-country
was zoned for public use and was a
teams) playing continuously in front of gift, why the need to develop and
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continued from page 1_____

More of your letters ...
remove the only large open space left on
the valley floor? The historical,
environmental, and recreational value of
the land should far exceed the need to
build houses and add strain to the Target
Range school district.
It’s ironic that the college wants to give
more scholarships to send students to
school only to learn that it was wrong to
develop this land.
I urge anyone who ever walked around
the Fort and admired its unique beauty to
attend the next zoning meeting on
Monday, Dec. 6, at 7:30 p.m. in the City
Council chambers at City Hall.
—DC Haas
junior, recreational management

What is religion’s
purpose today?
Editor:
Would society be better without
religion?
Karl Heinrich Marx, the German
philosopher and socioeconomist, said that
religion “is the opium of the people.”
Anthropologists like William A. Haviland
and Randall R. Skelton, a UM
anthropology professor, contend that
there are some functions that religion
serves in all societies. Its practice reduces
anxiety about things that are controlled
by chance factors or unexplained causes.
Religion functions as a social control. It
places supernatural sanction on society’s
social rules, preserves the existing order
of society and limits cultural change. But
it promotes social solidarity and creates
cultural identification.
Some theologians say that religion was
a reflection of a desire by humans, the
finite beings, to connect with the beyond,
the infinite. It was an attempt to explain
the inexplicable and see the invisible.
Atheists say it’s a “hangover.”
In the recent spate of letters to the
Kaimin over the homosexuality issue, one
discovers the divisive potential of religion.
On Nov. 2, UM Sociology Professor Rob
Balch wrote to the editor to stop “the gay
and lesbian war being waged in the
Kaimin.”
Mehrdad Kia, a UM history professor,
said that the biggest stumbling block to
peace is religion.
“If a Muslim becomes a Christian, the
Muslims will say, ‘you’ll now become a
pig,’ and if a Christian converts to Islam,
the Christians say ‘my god is better than
yours,”* said Kia, who discussed the
Crusades in HIST 283 class.
Religion, from the Latin word “religare” meaning “to bind back together”
often does not bind society.
—Benjamin Basintai
senior, journalism /political science

Handle Bible
with accuracy
Editor:
Todd Manes (Nov. 19) cannot
understand why Christians do not
observe all the statues bound upon the
Israelite nation in the Pentateuch. The
Ten Commandments, along with the
food restrictions and the instructions
about sabbaths, new moons, and annual
festivals were all part of a covenant
between God and Israel (Exod. 19:5;
34:27,28). While Gentiles (non-Jews)
could convert to Judaism and therefore,
take part in these observances, they
were never required to do so.
Furthermore, the Old Covenant was
fulfilled and replaced by the New
Covenant (the gospel); the Law of Moses
was “nailed” to the cross of Christ (Eph.
2:15; Col. 2:14-16) (so, Todd, you can
still enjoy your shrimp dinner! see Acts
10:14). Yet, while the Ten
Commandments, as such, were thus
“abolished,” all but the sabbath
observance are also part of the New
Covenant.

I know this can be confusing, but
“forever” (Hebrew, olam) as used in Lev.
16:29 simply means “into the indefinite
future” (check usages in a Bible lexicon,
e.g., 1 Sam. 1:32); these observances
would be kept from generation to
generation until some point in the future
— specifically, when Christ would fulfill
the Law by being nailed to the cross as
our Sacrifice for sin.
The Bible exhorts readers to “handle
(it) accurately” (2 Tim. 2:15). We do not
dare do otherwise with “God-breathed”
Scripture (2 Tim. 3:16).
—Don Partain
1316 Murray

UM, city hindered
student voters
Editor:
City/county government has always
considered UM students who live in the
dorms to be second-class citizens. Part of
this reasoning is justified considering that
less than 10 percent of them show up at
the polls for local elections. On the other
hand, both UM administration and county
election officials make it difficult to get
students involved. Here are two facts that
might explain the miserable student
turnout for the latest city-wide general
election:
1) The polling place for on-campus UM
students was moved off-campus between
the primary and general elections. The
only notification students were given was
a small ad in the legal section of the
Missoulian.
2) On-campus students were not
allowed to receive any campaign
literature except through the mail. Now I
can appreciate the need to keep tons of
commercial crap from accumulating in the
dorms and also the need to keep strange
folks from wandering the halls, but our
campaign (Clarke for Council) was not
allowed to have students from the dorms
place door hangers around campus the
night before the election. It’s a shame
students don’t have the same access to
political information as does everyone else
in the city.
There are some important issues at
stake in these city elections and the
students’ vote can have an impact. The
race in Ward 1, which includes the
University of Montana, was decided by
106 votes. We would, like to thank those
students who voted and to encourage the
others to keep trying.
—Peter Talbot, campaign coordinator,
Clarke for Council

Roberts’ reasoning
was erroneous
Editor:
This letter is in response to
Wednesday’s (Dec. 1) guest column by
Kevin Roberts. We would like to clarify
the faulty reasoning made in his column
regarding the tax petition.
1. Under HB 671, 40 percent of the
lowest income payers would have
received tax breaks. Only the top 20
percent would have .received any tax
increase. Sounds fair to us!
2. Contrary to Kevin Roberts’ theory,
tuition increases are tax increases. It
raises the taxes of approximately 30,000
people who attend school in Montana.
3. Education is not a “sacrifice,” it is
an investment in Montana’s economic
future. Kevin seemed worried about
increased unemployment; what he did
not tell you is that companies, like U.S.
West, decide not to locate in Montana
because we do not have a state funding
system to invest in education. It is fact,
businesses are looking for a welleducated work force now and in the
future.
4. Before you blame Montana’s tax
system, it may be fair to note that
Montana has the_sixth lowest tax rate in

---------- T—

Lawmakers:

the nation. One can
hardly believe that
businesses will flee
Montana any time soon
to escape oppressive tax
rates. If taxes were the reason
businesses locate in an area, then we
should be experiencing a major economic
boom.
5. Until we wake up and smell the
coffee, we are going to be living in a state
where only the rich can afford to go to
school. We all benefit from state revenue
funding higher education.
6. Kevin, when writing a guest
column, check your facts (and especially
your math.) Twenty percent of 40 percent
is not “incredibly close to half the people
speaking their mind,” it is incredibly
close to eight percent of the people of
Montana wasting Valuable tax revenue
on a special session of the legislature.
Another unfactual statement was this
imaginary $40 million Honors College
Building. It was not $40 million, it was
$1 million. It was also a donation.
This issue is not a conservative or
liberal issue. It’s not a big-govemmentversus-small-govemment issue. For the
last decade, we have continually cut
basic services to the bone. As
Montanans, we must decide now whether
or not we will fund basic services that
are essential for Montana’s economic
health. Like it or not, that is the true
nature of the debate. Bumper sticker
slogans like “tax and spend” are
irrelevant and are smoke screens to an
honest debate.
—Dwight Welch
junior, political science
Richard Smith
senior, accounting

harder to get the classes they
want, as UM will offer fewer
sections.
The Regents will make the
final call, but the decision
comes down to a choice of high
er tuition for all students or
fewer sections offered, Todd
said; UM can’t take an enroll
ment increase and a funding
decrease at the same time.
The cut is a part of the esti
mated $54 million legislators
must slash in the two-week,
budget-balancing special ses
sion after a petition drive
blocked a $72.7 million income
tax increase.
“This is really the first time
the University System has
been cut,” said Racicot in
Missoula Thursday morning.
Higher education was
spared from having to con
tribute $3 million to Racicofs
property tax relief proposal
that would give rebates to
homeowners whose taxes have
increased by more than 10 per
cent in the last year. The com
mittee passed a less expensive
version of the bill, said Speaker
of the House John Mercer, a
Polson Republican.
House Bill 2, sponsored by
Rep. Tom Zook, R-Miles City,
will now go before the entire
House, possibly as early as
next Saturday, said Bob
Frazier, UM’S legislative liai
son.
—The Associated Press con
tributed to this story.

U.S.A., Japan run on
different systems

continued from page 1_____

Editor:
As a Japanese, I would like to make
comments on the letter, “Americans say
‘me first,’ “ Nov. 30. After comparing the
fundamental characteristics of both
American and Japanese societies, Royce
says, “The United States and Japan are
very different, we don’t understand each
other.” Yes, we are different, but I think
we can find the way to understand each
other, although it may take time.
Let me explain the difference of both
societies in this analogy. American
society, I would say, is just like an
airplane ticket system. When you buy the
ticket, your seat is secured. When you get
on, the boarding pass shows you the exact
location of your seat. That means, if you
have the ability (you have the ticket), you
will be accepted in America (you can
secure your seat). Let me call it the
“airplane system.”
By contrast, Japanese society is just
like a Greyhound bus ticket system.
Although you have the ticket, you are not
sure where you can find your seat. You
have to talk and ask passengers who are
already in, “Is somebody sitting here?”
For those who are used to the airplane
system, it is annoying. Although you have
ability (you have the ticket), you are not
sure you are accepted in Japan (you are
not certain about your seat). I would call
it the “Greyhound system.”
Royce asked in the end of his letter,
“Will the Japanese be equally open to
America?” From this analogy, this
question can be rephrased as, “Will the
Japanese change the Greyhound system
into the airplane system?” My answer
and my hope is yes. Japanese come to
know the Greyhound system no longer
works well in the contemporary situation.
However, as you may imagine, it takes
time to do so, because the Japanese have
been used to the Greyhound system for so
long.
—Koji Hoshino
graduate, sociology

New Officer:
with her two older brothers,
who are both over 6 feet tall.
“My brothers and I used to
fight and wrestle,” said
Persha, the second female offi
cer ever hired at UM. “I was
sort of a tomboy.”
Persha, who stands almost
6 feet tall herself, pounded the
boards as center for Loyola
Sacred Heart High School,
and helped propel the
Heartbreakers into the class
“B” divisional state playoffs.
After graduating in 1988,
she used her 3.4 GPA and ath
letic prowess to springboard
her into the Navy, where she
ended up in Seattle working
on shore patrol. One of her
duties was to act as a liaison
between the Seattle Police
Department and the USS
Antietam, a guided-missile
cruiser.
“I had a secret intelligence
clearance (just below a topsecret clearance),” Persha
said. “I could go into certain
places on the ship no one else
was allowed and view certain
military documents.”
Persha went off active duty
and into the naval reserve.
She married Drew Persha,
who attended Sentinel High
School while she was at
Loyola.
“We had known each other
since the seventh grade but
never dated until after high
school,” she said.
Drew is hopeful about his
chances of getting into law
enforcement in Missoula. If he
passes the tests and gets an
offer this time, at least he’ll be
safe in the knowledge they
won’t have to move again.

Montana Kaimin, Friday, December 3,1993

Graduation application deadline draws near
Bill Barber
for the Kaimin

So, you’ve finally made it to
your senior year! Now it’s
time to start thinking about
applying for graduation. At
the culmination of years of
financial hardship and end
less studying, graduation day
is the most anticipated day in
most college students’ lives.
But just as with every
other aspect of college life,
there are administrative pro
cedures to be followed getting
to that day. Applying for
graduation at UM is a rela
tively simple process, but
there are a few pitfalls stu
dents may encounter. If you
follow these steps, you should
find smooth sailing.
First, you should be aware
of the graduation application
deadline. Applications must
be turned in by the second
week of the semester preced
ing your final semester. So, if
you intend to graduate at the
end of the 1994 Spring
Semester, your application
should have been in by the
second week of this semester.
An estimated 200 applications
have not been turned in for
spring graduation, according
to the Graduation Office.
If you missed the deadline,
however, don’t panic.
Applications will still be
accepted until Feb. 4, and you

can graduate on time provid
ed all requirements are met.
Any applications submitted
after that will be held for
summer graduation.
“Meeting the deadline ben
efits the student,” said
Rebecca Adams, one of two
graduation officers who evalu
ate applications. “If the stu
dent turns in the application
late, he may not have time to
register for classes that we
find he still needs.”
Applications can be picked
up in the Registration Center
in the Lodge.
It is important to have a
current transcript available
when filling it out. Take the
completed application to your
major department. It must be
signed by the department
dean or chairman. Some
departments take longer than
others, so be sure to give them
time to verify the form before
the deadline.
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f the student turns in the application late, he
may not have time to register for classes that
we find he still needs.

I

—Rebecca Adams,
graduation officer

one area. For example, stu
dents can only count four
credits of HHP 100-179 class
es for graduation. If a student
takes six credits of these
classes, he has overloaded by
two credits. Those two credits
will not count toward the 130
credit graduation require
ment.
Students can end up with
overloads in other depart
ments.
These problems can be

After it is signed, turn in
the application in the
Registration Center and pay a
$25 processing fee. Then your
job is pretty much done. The
graduation office will contact
you after the application has
been evaluated. They will let
you know if all is well or if
you haven’t met all require
ments.
If there is a problem, make
sure you listen to the gradua
tion officers and follow their
instructions. Your graduation
depends on it.The most com
mon problem students
encounter is credit overloads.
Overloads occur when a stu
dent took too many classes in

$*$&$*>$$*>$$**$*

®

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

®

THINK
SHOW!
1

••from $133.00
*3 Nights Lodging
*3 Days Lift Tickets

Big Sky
4
Free Lift Tickets ?! i
Opening Day through® i
5 Nights lodging
h4 Days Lift Tickets
Dec. 15. Call for
H i
HDaily Breakfast
i
Details
i
-JU
i
i
i

UC Campus Ct
M-F 9-5pm
Sat. Appt. Available

549-2286

$ spent @ TC

$8.00

(Hungry People)

721-7610 • 111 South Ave. W.

••from $236.00

♦♦Rates are per
person based on
double occupancy.
Subject to increase
w/o notice.
Restrictions apply.
Call for details

2 Medium Specialty Pizzas J

Vegi Deluxe <h4 Q QQ i
i
Meatzza V I
i

Extravaganzza n

i
4

| expires 12/9/93

j

’
*
$

The only 30 minute
guarantee in town!
UC Programming Presents The 1993

UMWerfxXftiiee
Department of Doma/Daxc School of Fine Arts

Two
Gpnttewn
of Verona
by William Shakespeare

1

ECTURE
j

| Zena Beth McGlashan [

DECEMBER 7- II
MONTANATHEATRE

8PM / Saturday Matinee 2PM

BOX OFFICE..

243.458^

NARNIA COFFEE HOUSE

Former Professor
of Journalism
University of North Dakota
Candidate for Dean
of the School of Journalism

*

"Down the Database Road:
Thoughts on the future of Journalism"
Fridays, 8-12 p.m.
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

David Parr
I
538 University
I (use Arthur Ave, entrance)

MONDAY. DEC. 6
7=30 PM
JOURNALISM BLDG
ROOM 304
(Journalism JOI is an accessible, room)

I
I
I

| expires 12/9/93

Big Sky

Travel
Connection

Large
1 Topping Pizza
2 Cokes

Dinner
for 2

Bridger

Big Mountain
••from $168.00 per person
3 Nights Lodging
3 Days Lift Tickets

avoided by carefully checking
with your academic adviser
when signing up for classes.
Also, you should double check
a quarter or semester catalog
to make sure you understand
everything.
The long-awaited diploma
will be mailed approximately
four months after graduation.
If you don’t know where you’ll
be, list a parent’s address on
the application.
And if you have a minor,
there is a separate application
for it. Follow the same proce
dure as for your major appli
cation.
There is no processing fee
for minors.
Any other questions can be
answered by your adviser or a
graduation officer.

IheUniwrexyof

Montana

UNIVERSITY CENTER ATRIUM *69 BOOTHS ♦ A MYRIAD OF FINE HANDCRAFTED JEMS
UVE MUSIC DURING THE NOON HOUR k DAILY DRAWINGS FOR GIFT CERTIFICATES

THURSDAY & FRIDAY
10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
.

COEDlM

SATURDAY
10:00 a.rtl.-4:00 p.01.

FOR MQRE INFORAWION CALL 243-6661y . j

j j.
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Kaimin use # 38: Use newspaper instead of cloth towels when
cleaning your windows —newspapers won’t leave unsightly
streaks, and you can get caught up on what’s happening.

TURKEY!

RESS

What are
ya doin'
Friday nights?
-Butterfly is open till
Fridays
900 pm
pmI___
| in
December only

SHOP

)P

LESS

New Guatamalan Jackets and
African Tribal Hats
New & Used Clothing
Wed.-Sat. 11:00-5:30 p.m.
325 Main, DeerLodge, MT.

So much
for so
little.

I wonder if I am? Nah! Well maybe. I definitely might be.
How could 1 he? Well let’s see. Yeah, I could be. / really
could he! Of course I could be wrong. But what if I'm right?
Okay, I'm sure I am. Not. Shouldn't I be able to tell?

Advertise
in the
Kaimin

At no charge, you can find out for sure.

WE'RE PLANNED PARENTHOOD

Butterfly Herbs

219 E. Main

232 N Higgins Downtown

Open Mon-Sat

UC Programming Presents

728-5490

€'*ILay /Mkdlt'BS frvsn
/

An Evening of Russian Folk Music
with Gennady Novikov

«»«»«»«»

’ A**

TANS

All Tans
Are Not
Created
Equal.

Monday, Dec. 6thz 7 P.M.
UC Lounge
FREE!!!!!!

UN0ER

* A•
The only first class tanning salon rated
by Wolff Tanning Ind. in Missoula.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX„

Novikov is an award winning singer of
Russian music who accompanies himself
on button accordian.

2 SANTA TANNA DAYS «

M-F 8-10
S&S9-2
2 Buy 1 Get #2 half price «
*xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 728-2TAN
(back by popular demand)

JJ

Top of the line Wolff Tanning beds used
exclusively, with optional facial tanners.

English translations provided.

The Guard's Got 'Em
• GI Bill - $190.00 Per Month up to $6,840
• $14,000 Salary (based on your first
enlistment term)
Other Benefits May Be Available
You can join the Guard in the job specialty of your
choice. Work for the Guard one weekend a month
and two weeks a summer. You can go to college fulltime and the Guard will help pay the bills.
Call: RON CARROLL/728-Q853_______________

OR 1-800-621-3027

w

1900 Reserve St.
Missoula, MT 59801

HOLIDAY SOFTWARE
BLOW-OUT!
100'5 OF TIRES STARTING AS LOW AS $5

Bloodnet - Dark Sun - Dragon Blade - Iron Helix
Lemmings - Metal & Lace - M HCSkey ■ Master ot Orion
onauuw Caster - Space Hulk - Speed Racer - Strike Squad
Terminator Rampage - Wing Commander Privateer
Wing Commander Academy - X-Wing

MONTANA

We Also Cany A Complete Line Of IBM-Compatible Computers Starting At $899
And Printers Starting At $145! We Have Everything Under One Roof At...

National Guard

COMPUTER HOUSE
2005 SOUTH AVENUE WEST ■ MISSOULA, MT 50801 ■ 406 721 6462

'iPizzci Pipeline.
One LARGE 16" Pizza
with two items and
wo FREE Soft Drinks
Expires 12/31/93

With the Purchase of
Any PIZZA!

Delivery!

10 Piece order of
bread sticks when you order
a 14" two topping pizza +
one 22oz. soft drink
Not valid with any other offer. Expires 12/31/93

The
REAL DEAL

$1.75 -10 piece order of Tricky Stix
$2.00 “ Garden Fresh Salad

12" Pepperoni Pizza
and One Soft Drink

Expires 12/31/93

Expires 12/31/93
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Gregory says breaking BSU not her intent
BSU officers say
budget freeze
is direct attack
Joe Paisley
Kaimin Reporter
Despite allegations by some
Black Student Union officers,
ASUM Sen. Betty Gregory said
Thursday that she is not out to
ruin BSU.
Gregory said the ASUMsponsored club is too important
a service for black UM stu
dents.
“I hope it can stay available
as a support group because it is
all the black people have here,”
Gregory said. “By supporting
the resolution, it forces them to

.
.. .
update their constitution so
they cannot do a-dictatorship
style impeachment.”
Sen. Ben Reed introduced a
resolution Wednesday that
would freeze BSU’s binding
until Gregory’s impeachment is
revoked because he sees it as
violating her right to free
speech.
But BSU Secretary Angela
Vinci said the impeachment
does not go against any of
Gregory’s U.S. Constitutional
rights and the resolution shows
Gregory’s personal vendetta
against the club.
“I think it is pretty obvious
that Betty puts her own wants
and needs before the club,”
Vinci said.
BSU President Sam

~

—

"

hope it can stay
available as a sup
port group because it
is all the black people
have here. ’

T

—Betty Gregory,
former BSU vice president
Thompson said Gregory had
disturbed a meeting with her
vehement verbal attacks
against him. Thompson said
this incident showed her
unwillingness to work together
with the other officers and that
is why she was impeached.
“She completely tried to
undermine me before the whole
club,” Thompson said. “Her

statements with
with ‘vou
you whites’
and ‘us blacks’ were division
ary.”
Gregory said she can never
go back to working with BSU.
“How effective can I be with
the executives against me?”
Gregory said, adding Thompson
chided her at a private meeting
earlier about her behavior.
Thompson, Vinci and BSU Vice
President Brian Spraggins said
they were unwilling to take
back the impeachment.
Although there are no proce
dures for impeachment in the
BSU constitution, there are cri
teria for impeachable offenses.
Spraggins said he and Vinci
were available to answer ques
tions during the first part of the
Senate meeting Wednesday,

tt

. , .. .

think it is pretty
obvious .that Betty
puts her own wants
and needs before the
club. ”

I

—Angie Vinci,
BSU secretary

but no one asked them about
the impeachment. They were
shocked to hear later about the
proposed budget freeze.
“I think that’s really disturb
ing considering that the whole
time we’ve presented ourselves
as an open book. Just come and
ask,” Spraggins said. “But
nobody bothered to come to us.”

Study abroad opens doors to diverse lifestyles
Tomoko Otake
Kaimin Reporter
Susan Hootman, a UM
senior in wildlife biology, paid
tuition and fees in the fall of
1992. But she had a totally dif
ferent year than most UM stu
dents.
In Dar es Salaam, the capi
tal of Tanzania in eastern
Africa, Hootman was a biolo
gist, university student, and a
volunteer for a local church
program where she hung out
with street kids;

“Everyone should have an
opportunity to go,” Hootman
said in a recent interview.
“There’s so many different ways of life.”
Hootman was one of 15 UM
students who studied abroad
during the 1992-1993 academic
year through the International
Student Exchange Program
(ISEP). The program is operat
ed by a non-profit organization
to promote international
exchange. After paying tuition
and fees in their own country,
ISEP students are eligible to
study and receive room and

board in the university of their ology and politics, “because you
can’t just avoid it.”
choice, said Vicki Warp, UM’S
Nothing in her life in
ISEP coordinator.
Tanzania — the lack of elec
Hootman said she applied
tricity, TV and a car — made
for the program because she
her homesick, although she
was interested in biological
research and because Tanzania said missed her bike. The main
is considered the “wildfife capi mode of transportation in
Tanzania was buses, which
tal of the world.” But living in
Hootman said were typically
a country where political and
crammed beyond capacity.
social problems are rampant
“It’s amazing how many
opened her eyes to a much a
people can be stuffed,” she
bigger picture, she said.
said. “It’s just outstanding.
“Before, I was very much
People sweated on you, you
into research,” Hootman said.
But as her African life went on, sweated on you — you don’t
she got more interested in soci- care.”

Warp said UM is accepting
exchange applications for the
1994-1995 school year. UM
students can choose from more
than 100 universities in 38
countries, from Australia to
Zambia. Credits earned at
most foreign universities are
transferrable to UM, she said.
The application deadline is
Dec. 13. Interested students
are encouraged to visit the
ISEP office in Room 022 of
Main Hall or to call Warp at
243-2296.

Available EVERYDAY...

Influx of opinions stalls wolf project
JACKSON, Wyo. CAP) —
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
officials will need at least two
months to review the more
than 130,000 comments they
received on their plan to
return wolves to Yellowstone
National Park, an official said.
Ed Bangs, project
fQE
efforts to put 30 wolves in
Yellowstone and central Idaho,
said the agency received far
more comments on its plans
than expected.
The agency had granted a

comments. So we have got
45-day extension in the com
ment period for the draft envi some pretty lengthy and
thoughtful letters.”
ronmental impact statement
All of those letters will have
on the plan and during that
to be reviewed before the
time, Bangs said, it received
agency can issue its record of
50 to 100 letters a day.
decision, so no decision will be
“So that’s a pretty good
• issued until at least early next
turnout for an extension,” he
year, Bangs said.
said. “One of the things that’s
But he added the comments
always impressed me m tile
will help with the decision.
wolf issue is people believe
“Any time you go through a
strongly enough in it that
public comment period, even if
they’ll actually read the docu
ments all the way through and what you’re hearing is not
what you expected, that’s
put a lot of thought into their

So much for so little. Read the Kaimin

ATTENTION
PINHEADS
Package
Deals

15% OFF

■ (your choice of skis,
boots and bindings)

TELE SKIS By
Dynastar •
Atomic • Karhu

218 E. Main. Downtown
Open 7 days' a week

Free Parking * 549-2457

BOOTS By Merrell
•Alpina • Koflach

good,” he said. “So I think the
public comment period is going
to help us produce a better
final document.”_______

EARN $15,000 A MONTH
IWTOE IN COLLEGE
LEARN i EARN YOUR WAY

TOANINCOMEOFjlS,Mi
IN COMMISSIONS. THIS PROGRAM

30ZS NOT

™ YO KEEP

AN INVENTORY OR SELL PRODUCTS.

Your choice of any
one-topping pizza...
$4.99 Medhxm/$6.99 Large
Student Special delivered to the
UNIVERSITYAREA ONLY
...SI delivery charge.
fnuoon needed. Limited Ume offer.
pedal avaSablc st Q0wnivw~ I-.'*?11

MAKE YOU CURIOUS? OR SKEPTICAL?
CALL FOR FREE CASSETTE TAPE/INFO.

Godfather's

MICHAEL J. HELGESON
(406) 255-6757

247 W. Front • Downtown
Delivery • 721-3663
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Shades of Reality too real for bar scene Knights' vampires more
substance than gore

Dave Hansen
for the Kaimin
When Missoula’s underground
music scene finally explodes, Shades
of Reality will be leading the way.
The band features guitarist and
singer Rob Johnson, 23, bassist Mark
Williford, 23, and drummer Chad
Kortan, 24. Despite their relative
youth, this hard rocking trio — who’s
been together off and on for four
years — brings a combined 30 years
of experience to the stage.
Johnson said what sets Shades
apart from other bands is their big
sound and complex, innovative song
writing.
He said the band shies away from
traditional song, formulas by writing
long pieces.
“Most of our songs are five to four
teen minutes long,” he said. “We’ve
also got a few ‘rock operas’ that run
up to forty-five minutes.”
Johnson describes the band’s
sound as “high production with a
down-and-dirty heavy metal empha
sis.”
The band’s influences range from
early Dio and Black Sabbath to
Depeche Mode, Smashing Pumpkins
and Primus. They incorporate punk
and jazz fusion with a cutting-edge
hard rock approach, borrowing a lit
THOUGH MISSOULA’S music scene is “pathetic,
tle bit from their mentors. He said
the hard rockin’ trio Shades ofReality
they also use a lot of electronic effects (guitarist I vocalist Rob Johnson, drummer Chad Kortan and bassist
Mark Williford) will be ready to have its day in the sun.
on the vocals and guitar to get a
unique sound.
“It’s pathetic,” he said. “The music scene right
Johnson writes most of the material, but said
now is mostly house parties.”
Williford and Kortan have contributed a lot to
Johnson said the band is currently working on
their more recent pieces. They have more than 20
getting signed by an agent and pursuing a record
original songs, which Johnson said gives them
ing contract and a tour of northwest cities.
enough to play several sets without playing any
The trio has just finished recording a four song
covers.
EP entitled Electricity that will be available next
Williford said that while the band does have a
year. However, their immediate plan is to polish
following in the underground scene, it’s difficult
their performance as much as possible.
for an original heavy metal band to play in
“Right now what we really want to do is play,”
Missoula. He said most bars don’t want bands
he said.
playing original material. He said they only seem
You can catch Shades of Reality at Connie’s on
to want bands that cover hits by established
New Year’s Eve, and periodically at Jay’s Upstairs.
groups.

Key bridges nerd, normal gap
Kyle Wood
Guest Literary Critic
Steven Jones watched himself die.
He watched as his father
beat his cowering, 11-year-old
body with the buckle end of his
belt. He watched as he slipped
into red, into a world where he
was his own father, where
his son Kevin was bom of
a small bright (perhaps
red) light, where everything is real and unreal at the
same time.
He watched as he slipped
out of the black and blue world
of an abusive father and a
mother who didn’t understand
him.
And we watch as Steven
Jones begins coping with a
world in half red and half
black, like the ribbon of an old
typewriter, and takes the read
er into the twisted world of a
misunderstood schizophrenic.
This is the story of Me and
Kev, Simon Black’s brilliant,
albeit bizarre, debut novel. It’s
a chronicle of the inner
thoughts of a little boy beaten
into a red world, living in a the
Land of the Worms, where
everybody was different.

We all know a Steven
Jones.
He is the kid in fifth grade
who never showered and was
the butt of our jokes. He was
the guy in your high school
who was always a little bit dif
ferent, and we
weren’t that sur
prised when
s heard
his
Review = about
attempt
at suitide.
He is the strange man in
your hometown, the one that
wears old clothes everywhere
and fishes for hours in a pond
that everybody knows is void
of any fish.
We shake our heads and
wonder “why is that guy so
weird?” and we never under
stand.
Me and Kev is their story. If
Oedipus were to tell his own
story, it would sound some
thing like this; the facts would
be the same and you could
even see the story as it reads
now between the cracks. It
would be easier to empathize
with him.
Steven’s story culminates
with a relationship with Clara,

his Impossible Bride from the
Land of the Impossible, stuck
with Steven in the Land of the
Worms. Clara was a girl ban
ished to the town’s smallish
slum after her father ran off
with a barmaid in an alcoholic
binge. Her own fate is inter
twined with a cup of anti
freeze, her hope of returning to
the Impossible Land. She
couldn’t live in the black (and
blue) world any longer.
But Steven chose to live in
the Land of the Worms, to live
in the black, even though you
sometimes find yourself root
ing for his return to the Land
of the Impossible, where
things can be both real and
unreal at the same time, a
land where nothing is black
and white and everything is
red, a place where everybody
is connected and nobody feels
alone, even if it is a world of
lies.
Me and Kev is a book of
everybody’s story, a stunning
portrait of loneliness and cop
ing. Black has built a bridge of
understanding between that
kid in the fifth grade who was
the butt of all jokes, and those
of us who laughed at him.
Grade: A

time and space.
It jets from World War
—II, where German SS
forces found themselves
A modem detective
battling an enemy out of
story, with a medieval
their worst nightmares, to
twist.
the Crusades, where
That’s how Katherine
knights of the church,
Kurtz and Scott
through a forbidden ritual,
MacMillan’s collaboration
become their own worst
“Knights of the Blood” can
enemies.
best be described.
“Knights of the Blood”
The authors
struggles not to fit into
embark the reader
one specific genre.
on an epic jour
Fans of modem
ney through
Review
suspense, science
time that
‘fiction, or fanta
uncovers some
sy can read this book and
of history’s darkest secrets.
find something to identify
Los Angeles policeman
with.
John Drummond, while
This novel, the first of a
examining old unsolved
murder files, discovers that series titled “Vampyr-SS,”
six young men were brutal will not appeal to those
ly murdered in LA in 1972. without an interest in the
supernatural in our world.
What made this unusual is
Katherine Kurtz has,
that the six all bore a strik
with Scott MacMillan’s
ing resemblance to each
help, greatly improved
other and all had tatoos
since her “Magic’s Pawn”
which indicated member
days, when shock effect
ship in an elite nazi fight
took precedence over sub
ing force in World War n.
stance. “Knights of the
In all six deaths, the mur
Blood” is well thought out.
der weapon was a stake
Even though the plot twists
through the heart.
and jets through time,
Sprague investigates,
rarely does the reader feel
and finds that immediately
lost or confused.
before the six murders,
This is another vampire
bloodless bodies were turn
book. However, Kurtz and
ing up in L.A. He finds the
MacMillan take a different
same type of murders are
approach from the old slash
being discovered in
and gore tales we are used
Germany as well.
to reading and seeing.
Sprague traces the L.A.
“Knights of the Blood” com
murders to a Catholic
bines
elements from mod
priest, now living in seclu
em fiction and fantasy in a
sion in rural New
form
that
is easy and enjoy
Hampshire. The priest
able to read.
unravels a tale which will
Grade: B
force Sprague on a journey
through the dark tunnels of
Corey Taule
Guest Literary Critic

^alendar of Events
Friday, Dec. 3
Objects-Faces-FiguresPlaces, A Survey — A recep
tion will be held for artist
Tom Rippon and his sculp
tures, etchings, and collages
featured in a special survey
exhibition at the Missoula
Museum of the Arts. The pub
lic reception will be held 6-8
p.m.
Color & Light: Recent
Paintings of Montana —.
Artist Roger Rink is having a
public reception for his work
in the Mammyth Bakery and
Cafe from 5-8 p.m.
AIDS and Art— A public
reception will be held for an
exhibition of works created by
members of the Missoula com
munity in the University
Center Lounge from 6-9 p.m.
There will be performances by
local artists concerning AIDS
awareness. All work will be
for sale during UC Gallery
open hours and has been
donated for the express pur

pose of raising money for the
Missoula AIDS Council. UC
Gallery hours are Monday
through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.
Badfinger with
Rockaholics— Two-fisted
rock ‘n’ roll at Bucks Club,
8:00 p.m., $5 cover.
Moonlighters— Jazzy blues
at the Union Club, 9:30 p.m.,
no cover.
Blind Jr.—Rock *n’ roll at
Maxwell’s, 10 p.m., no cover.
Eddie Burks— Chicago
bluesman and harmonica
player at The Top Hat, 9 p.m.,
$2 cover.
Raymond Lee Parker
w/vocalist Robyn Woodhall
—Jazz piano at its best with
vocals at the Old Post Pub,
9:30 p.m., no cover.
Little LA. — Rock a little,
roll a little at Jay’s Upstairs, 9
p.m., no cover.
Texas Tom and the
B.V.D.’s— A mellow time
with easy listening and light
country at the Elks Lodge,
8:30 p.m., no cover.
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Logging the Bitte:

(Above) ERIC LOTAN drives
the team with a “skid” of logs to
a landing where the logs will be
loaded on a truck. The horses
skid about one truckload of logs
a day. They have missed only a
couple ofdays work all year,
because the temperature dipped
to 20 degrees below zero.

(Right) DURING AN afternoon
break, Jim (standing) discusses
some logging strategy with his
two sons, Lief(center) and Eric
(right). Jim considers himself to
be a lucky man. He said he has
five kids who love him, has been
married to the same woman and
lives in a beautiful place. But
the frosting on the cake, he said,
is that he has combined his love
offorestry and horses into one
passion.
Story and photos
by
Rick Bowlds

Jim Lotan harvests forests with an eye on preservation
.Tim Lotan, 63, of Stevensville has
turned his passion into his profession
by combining his love of forestry with
his love of horses. He is involved in a
profitable horse logging business.
“My horse logging is more than a
job,” Jim says.
The Bitterroot Valley was logged by
horses at the turn of the century, Jim
says. Today, with environmental
restraints put on conventional logging
(using heavy machinery) and the
increased price of timber, logging with
these animals makes good horse sense.

When Jim started his business a
year ago, some people, including his former Forest Service colleagues, thought
he was using his horses for sentimental
reasons.
Jim usually works for land owners
who have only a few acres of trees to
cut and don’t want big machinery on
their property.
Many people want to be part of the
forest, says Jim, so they build their
homes up against the wilderness. Areas
with dense stands of timber can be
extremely dangerous because fires have

more fuel to feed them.
One landowner might want the trees
around the house thinned to afford better fire protection. Another might want
old or diseased trees cut so younger,
healthier trees can thrive.
Jim beams when he says the Forest
Service is not so skeptical after seeing
what he does with his horses. He says
Forest Service managers have asked
him to speak about the benefits of horse
logging in forest management and ecology seminars.
Horses have some distinct advan-

tages over big machines, Jim says,
They don’t need elaborate roads bulldozed through the forest and they don t
compact the soil. Also, dragging logs, or
“skidding,” with horses does not damage remaining small stands of trees,
However, one disadvantage is low
production. His two big Belgium horses,
Marshall and Bell, skid about one load
or 4,000 board feet of timber a day. A
bulldozer will skid five times that
amount. The horses can pull up to their
own wejght jn logs, says Jim, about
3,500 pounds. (Marshall weighs 2,000

9
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(Left) With high timber prices and more environ
mental awareness, horse logging is both practical
and feasible. Although production is low, horse log
ging has the advantage over big logging machines
for the small land owner because horses are cheap
er to operate and they don’t tear up the land.

(Below) Jim Lotan from Stevensville, a retired for
est researcher who now uses his draft horses to log
for a living, puts a harness on 2,000-pound
Marshall. Jim is the Northern Rockies District
director of the North American Horse Loggers
Association.

(Bottom) Timber sawyer LiefLotan, 29, saws an
undercut in a tree that is about to fall. More and
more people are building their homes up against
the mountains along the Bitterroot Valley, often in
heavily forested areas that have the potential to
bum. Thinning those trees decreases fire danger to
homes built in the forest.

pounds and Bell weighs 1,600 pounds.)
And logs can roll on steep ground,
make skidding dangerous for horses.
Jim’s 30-plus years as a forester and
researcher combined with his knowl
edge of horses have all prepared him
for his logging venture.
He adds that he was raised with
horses and both of his grandfathers
were loggers.
He got his Ph.D in forestry from the
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor.
“I was a forester a long time before I
was logger,” Jim said. “You probably
won’t find many horse loggers with a
Ph.D.”
Jim says horse logging requires
husiness skills. His knowledge of

forestry, horses, log scaling, marketing, every day to break them of their bad
and his ability to negotiate with log
habits.
buyers have all been factors in his suc
“Horses don’t think like people,” Jim
cess.
says. “They have their own psycholo
Jim has made his
gy”
business a family affair.
Jim says he read
was a forester a everything
Both sons, Eric, 32, and
he could
long time before I get his hands
Lief, 29, work for him.
on about
When he first got his
was logger,” Jim draft horses, including
draft horses 10 years
horse-training
tech
Lotan says. “You
ago, Jim says, both
niques used at the
Marshall and Bell were
probably won’t find turn of the century.
more than a handful.
many horse loggers One method is hob
“Like kids, you have
bling the horse’s front
with a Ph.D. ”
problems,” he says.
legs so it can be held
Marshall was a bolter
—Jim Lotan on its side on the
and Bell had a bad tem
ground. The horse
per, says Jim. He worked with them
kicks and thrashes, at times for as long

I

as two hours. The trainer holds its
neck and talks to it. Once the horse
becomes calm, the trainer unties it.
Sometimes the calming effect works so
well he has to give the command for
the horse to move.
As long as his health holds up, Jim
says he’ll work into his 70s.
“I don’t have the stamina I used to
have,” he says.
His wife, Ruth, wants to get a trailer
so they can travel, he says. His dream
is to document what horse loggers are
doing in other parts of the country. Jim
feels lucky to have been able to com
bine his love of forestry and his love of
horses into one passion. It’s one job he
looks forward to waking up to.
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Griz return with familiar faces
Kevin Crough
Kaimin Sports Editor_____________
They lost only one senior from last
season’s 17-11 squad that placed fourth
with an 8-6 record in the Big Sky
Conference. Should the UM Grizzly bas
ketball team be optimistic?
“We are very optimistic,” said senior
point guard, and returning honorable
mention All-Big Sky player Travis
Decuire. “I think we have a lot of poten
tial, and I think this year we’re more
positive.”
Senior swing-man Gary Kane agrees.
“Optimism is high right now,” Kane
said. “But we also know how tough this
conference is.”
The Grizzlies proved their maturity
on Monday night when they traveled to
Washington. They put together a come
back, from as many as 13 points, to an
80-73 overtime victory.
“With the experience that
gained last year, this team is going
to be more confident,” Kane said.
“Last year, we did n’t have what
coach called, killer instinctf, or the
ability to ‘go for the jugular’ in the
last few minutes of a game. We
definitely aren’t to that point yet
this season, but the win Monday
night helped us to get closer.”
The Grizzlies were forced
into a tough situation last season,
having lost all five starters from the
record-setting 27-4 1992 squad. Head
coach Blaine Taylor relied on Decuire to
come in and be the sole Grizzly to start
all 28 games.
Taylor said he would like to stay
away from the shuffling of starting line
ups that happened a lot last season, and
establish a solid, starting five.
“We have to stay healthy, and then
we might be able to establish who plays
where, when,” he said.
Taylor said he would also like to
return to the defensive prowess that
nationally ranked the Grizzlies with a
61.5 opponent’s average.

“We’d like to re-establish what we’re
good at,” Taylor said. “As far as offense
goes, we had balance and contribution
from a lot of players.”
Junior guard Jeremy Lake was the
only player to average double figures
last season with 10.5 per game. But after
that, four more players averaged more
than eight points per game.
Taylor said his team can improve
offensively, and already he has had big
offensive outputs from three different
players in three different games. Junior
post-man Matt Kempfert had 15 points
in the Grizzlies’ 76-36 victory over
Sacramento State Friday night and Lake
led the way with 22 Saturday against
Simon Fraser. Sophomore post Shawn
Samuelson stepped up in the overtime
win at Washington with a career-high 21
points.
“We’re starting two seniors, two
juniors and a sophomore.
We are a relatively
young team,” Taylor
said. “We have to
establish that depth.”
Taylor said UM
will face its toughest
challenges this sea
son against Big Sky
powers Idaho and Weber
State. He said one thing that
will help the Grizzlies is having
the bench familiar with the system.
“Most teams in the conference have a
lot of transfers,” Taylor said. “We try to
have kids in our program that know the
system and can come in right away and
be effective.”
Along with Decuire and Kane, post
Josh Lacheur and swing-man Israel
Evans are returning seniors for the Griz.
Kempfert and Lake joined with junior,
college transfer guard Marcus Knox are
the team’s juniors. Samuelson joined
with Paul Perkins, Nate Covill and Kirk
Walker are the sophomores. Redshirt
freshmen Brandon Dade and Chris
Spoja will see playing time. The
Grizzlies’ sole redshirt is Ryan Dick.

UM GRIZZLY senior point guard Travis Decuire (4) drives to the hoop
last Saturday’s 99-67 victory over Simon Fraser. Decuire had 10
assists, four steals and three points.

UM to host 14th annual KYLT Classic
is true,” Taylor said. “You
have to win the first night, or
losing the second night is a
big possibility.”
After getting off to a 3-0
UM will tipoff against the
start in 1993, the UM Grizzly
basketball team will host its
Southern Utah Thunderbirds
at 7 p.m. Friday. That game
14th annual KYLT/Coca—
Cola Classic this weekend in
will be followed by the
Dahlberg Arena.
Missouri-Kansas City
Kangaroos vs. the Northeast
The tournament field
Louisiana Indians in the late
includes Southern Utah,
game.
Missouri-Kansas City and
Northeast Louisiana.
The two winners of each
game on Friday night will
“This is as balanced as the
play at about 9 p.m. Saturday
tournament has ever been,”
after the 7 p.m. consolation
said UM head coach Blaine
Taylor. “You’ve got Northeast game.
Last season’s KYLT Classic
Louisiana, which had the best
record last year, the best
ended in an 86-82 overtime
player in Missouri’s (Tony)
victory for Texas Tech over
Dumas and Southern Utah
UM.
who beat us the last time we
The Grizzlies, however,
played.”
have won eight of 13 tourna
Taylor said the tournament ment titles.
format is important to his
Southern Utah (2-0) is
team because it shows its
anchored by junior college
ability to play night-in and
transfers Sean Allen, 17 ppg,
night-out, and the pressure of and Keith Berard, 14 ppg.
winning the first game to get
Forward Andy Ward is the
into the championship game
only senior listed as a starter.
the second night is big.
The Thunderbirds opened
“To quote a Yogism, from
the season against Western
Yogi Berra, ‘you can’t win the State College, winning 81-52
championship game if you
and Central Washington, win
play in the consolation game’
ning 94-68,

Kevin Crough
Kaimin Sports Editor

1°* jQintfn

in

Missouri-Kansas City (1-1)
is anchored by senior AllAmerican candidate Tony
Dumas, who is averaging 24
PPgSenior Dennis Jacobs is
the only other player in dou
ble figures, averaging 12 ppg.
Northeast Louisiana (1-0)
features junior college trans
fer Larry Carr, 21 ppg and
sophomore Paul Marshall, 15
PPgThe Indians opened its
season with a 95-90 home win
against Arkansas-Monticello.
Taylor said fan support
will be an important factor in
the tournament.
“One of the things I’ve been
waiting to see is student
response,” Taylor said. “The
sixth man, really, has been
the branch off our student
section. This is the first
chance they’ve really had to
see us.”
UM has four players in
double figures, led by junior
Jeremy Lake, 15.3 ppg, junior
Matt Kempfert, 15 ppg,
sophomore Shawn Samuelson,
13 ppg, and senior Israel
Evans, 12.7 ppg.

Dickenson named Big Sky MVP
Top Newcomer: Alfredo
Dave Dickenson, a 5-footAnderson, Idaho State,
10-inch, 175-pound sopho
fresh., 6 feet, 175 pounds; 7
more quarterback from
points
Great Falls was named the
Fred Moore, MSU, junior,
1993 Big Sky Conference
6 feet 1 inch, 190 pounds; 7
most valuable player on
points
Thursday.
UM/Big Sky Conference
Dickenson, in his first
year as a starter for the UM Defensive Award winners
First Team:
Grizzlies, beat out Idaho’s
Kurt Schilling, outside
senior quarterback Doug
linebacker, junior, 5 feet 1-1
Nussmeier, by gamering 12
inches, 200 pounds, Shelby
votes to Nussmeier’s 9.
Dan Downs, inside line
UM’s Todd Ericson, a
backer, junior, 6 feet 4 inch
senior safety from Butte,
es, 222 pounds, Helena
was narrowly beat out by
Todd Ericson, secondary,
Eastern Washington’s Jason
Marsh for Big Sky Defensive senior, 6 feet 2 inches, 185
MVP.
pounds, Butte
Carl Franks, secondary,
Big Sky Conference Most
senior, 5 feet 10 inches, 175
Valuable Player Awards
pounds, Stockton, Calif.
Offense:
Second Team:
Dave Dickenson,
Chuck Mason, down line
Montana, soph., 5 feet 10
man, senior, 6 feet 5 inches,
inches, 175 pounds; 12
285 pounds, Bigfork
points
Honorable Mention:
Doug Nussmeier, Idaho,
Lance Allen, down finesenior, 6 feet 4 inches, 210
man, senior, 6 feet 2 inches,
pounds; 9 points
Defense:
254 pounds, Butte
Keith Burke, secondary,
Jason Marsh, EW, senior,
junior, 5 feet 11 inches, 185
6 feet 1 inch, 225 pounds; 7
pounds, Huntington Beach,
points
Todd Ericson, UM, senior, Calif.
6 feet 2 inches, 185; 5 points
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Lady Griz out-rebound,
defeat Yellowjackets
Corey Taule
Kaimin Reporter

the Yellowjackets’ 36 — and
defense — Eastern shot only
.300 for the game and turned
the ball over 29 times — pro
pelled UM to the win, which
evened the Lady Griz’s record
at 1-1.
“They had a hard time get
ting good shots and they
didn’t get many second shots,
“ said Selvig.
The Yellowjackets kept the
game close for a while in the
first half, pulling to within
one point, 12-11, on a three
point shot by freshman Shiloh
Schwab, with 14:57 left in the
first half. The Lady Griz,
inspired by the play of red
shirt freshman Greta Koss,
jvho had three
four
rebounds
md six
points
the

Forward Ann Lake was a
major concern of Eastern
Montana’s head coach Frank
McCarthy, coming into the
Yellowjackets’ game with UM.
Lake justified McCarthy’s
fears by leading the Lady Griz
to a 76-42 victory over
Eastern Thursday night.
“We had a hard time keep
ing her off the boards,” said
McCarthy.
Lake, a senior from
Missoula, finished the game
with nine points, seven from
the free throw line and 13
rebounds, nine of them on the
offensive end. Amazingly, all
nine offensive rebounds
were gathered in the
first half-when the
Lady Griz put
the game away.
“The game is
played with funda
responded to
mentals and we didn’t
outscore
block out well enough
Eastern 27on her in the first half,”
8 and take a
said McCarthy.
39-19 half
Montana coach Robin
time lead.
Selvig said rebounding — the
“Greta’s got
the long arms and good hands
Lady Griz bounced back 57 to
— she came in and made

some good plays for us,” said
Selvig.
Selvig said he was pleased
that he was able to rest his
starters in the second half,
since the Lady Griz have two
games this weekend. The five
starters played only a com
bined 38 minutes in the sec
ond half after playing 58 in
the first.
' “I’m happy the game
turned out to be like this so
we could get everyone in and
rest some people,” said Selvig.
McCarthy said he hopes
this game will be a learning
experience for his young
team, which has only two
seniors.
“The only way you can get
better is to play the best,” he
said.
However, learning experi
ences do not make an
overnight bus ride from
Missoula to Billings any easi
er to bear. ”It’s a long ride,
especially when you lose,”
said McCarthy.
Attendance for the game
was 3,499. Leading scorers
were senior Kelly Pilcher (12
points) andand junior Kristy
Langton (10 points).

Lady Griz will challenge
for the title, once again
Guard
All-Big Sky point guard senior Kelly Pilcher
and sophomore Sherri Brooks will start in the
What else is new?
backcourt for the Lady Griz. Juniors Carla
The Montana Lady Griz are once again
Beattie and Dawn Sievers, along with senior
expected to challenge for the Big Sky Crown.
Kristin Omlid, allow Selvig to go deep into his
The Lady Griz, who were picked to tie Boise
bench at this position, which the coach counts
State for first in the Big Sky preseason poll,
as one of the strongest points of the team.
have strung together 13 straight 20-win sea
“I think we are strong at the guard,” said
sons.
Selvig. “Kelly is really a good point guard and
This year, the Lady Griz return four starters we have a lot of depth here.”
Forward
and 11 letter winners from last year’s team,
Senior Ann Lake and junior Kristy Langton
which finisned 23=5 Slid tied for first in the con
pTvVids SCOPng punch inside and outside for
ference with Montana State.
the Lady Griz. Lake, who led the Lady Griz ’H
Coach Robin Selvig said that depth, balance
scoring and rebounding last year, provides the
and experience should be the strengths of this
year’s team.
inside punch. Langton, who was second on the
team in scoring and rebounding, features more
“I look at this team as a very balanced team,
of a perimeter game, offensively. Both were All
there are six or seven girls that could lead the
Big Sky Conference performers and Selvig is
team in scoring every night,” he said.
excited about their potential this season.
Selvig said that the Big Sky could be better
“Ann and Kristy are coming off good years •
than it has been in many years, but allowed for
and they should be better this year,” he said.
the fact that his team is one of the favorites.
Freshman Greta Koss, junior Lora Morast
“I think the league’s going to be strong,” said
and sophomore Malia Kipp provide- the depth
Selvig. “Boise State only lost one player,
off the bench.
Eastern Washington returns everyone and
Center
Northern Arizona has a new coach and expects
With starter Jill Frohlich out for the season
to be better. On paper, it looks like Boise State,
with a knee injury and senior Trish Olson out
MSU, and us are challenging for the Big Sky
indefinitely with back spasms, the workload at
crown, but you don’t have to be in sports too
center will be divided between junior Jodi
long to know that anything can happen.”
Selvig said the team has no real weak areas, Hinrichs, freshman April Sather and Kipp, who
Selvig had originally planned to redshirt
but added that the Lady Griz need to be a bet
“We were,going to redshirt Malia because of
ter shooting team than they were last year.
shear numbers, but with all the injuries we had
I don’t think this team has a glaring weak
to play her,” he said.
ness, but we will need to be a much more con
Selvig said the center position should be
sistent scoring team,” he said. “We beat a lot of
solid if Hinrichs can continue to come back
teams last year because they simply could not
score.” The Lady Griz set a new NCAA Division from an achilles tendon injury she suffered last
■year.
1 record last year, holding opponents to .317
“We should be OK if Jodi can continue her
shooting from the field
comeback from her injury,” he said.
The Lady Griz, By Position:
Corey Taule
Kaimin Reporter

Big Sky Preseason Poll
1) Montana
(tie) Boise State
3) Montana State

4) Eastern Washington
5) Idaho
6) Idaho State

7) Northern Arizona
8) Weber State..,

UM LADY Griz senior point guard Kelly Pilcher (35)
Clark pokr
puts up two of her 12 points in UM’s 76-42 victory
Kaimin
over Eastern Montana College Thursday night in Dahlberg Arena.

lady Griz jump into busy weekend
Corey Taule
Kaimin Reporter

Three games in four days
are a tall order for coach
Robin Selvig’s Lady Griz.
Last night, Montana
defeated Eastern Montana
76-42 to begin the threegame odyssey that includes
Iowa State University’s visit
to Dahlberg Arena at 4:00
p.m Saturday, and Drake
University’s visit Sunday at
2:00 p.m.
Selvig said he is not jump
ing for joy about the situa
tion, but there is really noth
ing he could do about it.
“it’s not ideal, but it’s the
only time Iowa State and
Drake could get up here,”
said Selvig.
The Lady Griz are forced
to play two afternoon- games1 ■
this weekend because the
men’s team will compete in
the KYLT Coca-Cola Classic
Tournament Friday and
Saturday night.
“Afternoon games haye
typically worked well for us,”
Selvigsaid. “Having a ,
Saturday afternoon game is.
obviously new to.us, but we
had to work around the
men's tournament. Sunday
afternoon has-traditionally
been a good drawing day for >
us. Hopefully, people will go

out and overdose on basket
ball this weekend.”
Iowa State comes into
Saturday’s game with a 1-1
record. The Cyclones defeat
ed Troy State in the first
round 6i its CycloHS C!?sq’p
tournament, but lost the
championship game to
Alabama.
Last year, Iowa State fin
ished with a 2-25 record,
including a 65-36 loss to
Montana in Ames, Iowa.
However, one of the two wins
came against Montana Stated
with whom the Lady Griz
tied for the Big Sky
Conference championship.
Selvig said this year’s
Cyclone team is completely
different than last year’s
squad.
fT think Iowa State has-12
new players, so We anticipate
they’ll be much stronger than
they were last year,”- said
Selvig".
Last year, Drake defeated
the Lady Griz 90-83 in over
time, on the road to a 15-13
season. Selvig said this year’s
team is just as capable a's
last year’s.
- Senior center Trish -Olson,
filling in for Jill FfbhHefiv ' '•
whose season was ended with
a knee injury, is suffering'.-?
from back spasms and;will ■
not play this weekend. • f • j
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Dennison delays
decision
UM President George
Dennison said he will wait
until the ASUM Senate votes
on a resolution to support the
four sites selected by UM’S ’
Campus Development
Planning Committee last
month.
The four structures, a park
ing level east of the Maureen
and Mike Mansfield Library, a
storage area behind the UC, a
new residence hall by Miller
Hall and a family housing
complex on south campus will
be paid for by $30 million in
bonds allowed by the Montana
Board of Regents.
ASUM Office Manager
Carol Hayes said there is cur
rently no resolution under con
sideration but she expects
someone from UM administra
tion will give a presentation at
next week’s Senate meeting.
Dennison said he will
decide on the sites soon. He
said he has the final say in
where the structures are
placed.

ry discussion on the faith will
be held from 8 to 10 p.m. at
the Baha’i House of Worship
at 620 S. Third West.
A talk on the Baha’i faith
entitled “Is Jesus Enough?”
will be held at the House of
Worship on Dec. 5 at 10 a.m.
Two TV programs will also
be aired on MCAT (cable chan
nel 7) with a rebroadcast of
“The Mysterious Veils of the
Temple Lifted” from 12-1:30
p.m. on Dec. 6.
A TV phone-in will be held
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. Dec. 10
with lecturer and Baha’i
teacher Jo York.
An informal potluck Dec. 12
at the House of Worship will
celebrate the beginning of the
new Baha’i month of Masa’il.
Masa’il means messages. The

Baha’i year is divided into 19
months with 19 days in each.

Conservationists
to party for
healthier water
The Clark Fork-Pend
Oreille Coalition is inviting
everyone to a holiday conser
vation party Dec. 9, 5:30-8
p.m. at the Boone and
Crockett Club in the Old
Milwaukee Station on the
Clark Fork River.
The focus of the party is to
celebrate the push for healthy
water. It will include refresh
ments and a silent auction fea
turing goods and services from
area businesses.
Tickets, available at Grizzly

Hackle, Freddy’s Feed and
Read, and the coalition’s office
at 102 East Main, are $8 in
advance and $10 at the door.
Children will be admitted free.
For information call 542-0539.

City parking tick
ets reduced for
holiday season
The Missoula Parking
Commission will reduce out
standing parking fines prior to

1993 by half as part of its
Hobday Amnesty Program,
Dec. 1 through Dec. 31.
Individuals with outstand
ing fines who would like to
take advantage of the program
should go to the Missoula
Parking Commission’s office,
128 W. Main, and bring the
ficense plate numbers for their
vehicles.
In January, the fines will
return to their original
amount.

THIS
CHRISTMAS,
(LIVE A YEAR'S
SUPPLY OF
CONTACTS.
JUST $169.

Local chapter of
Sierra Club
holding elections

Make someone's (or your own) Christmas merry!

The Bitterroot-Mission
Valley Group of the Sierra
Club is holding elections, with
seven candidates going for
three available seats on the
Executive Committee.
The candidates are Tom
Birch, Dick Boehmler, Matt
Dietz, Jennifer Ferenstein,
Craig Messerman, Tom Platt
and Rick Rister.
For more information, or a
ballot, write the Sierra Club at
P.O. Box 7315, Missoula , MT
59807.

They're designed to be worn for up to three months,

Baha’i Faith to
lead discussion
series
The Baha’i Faith in
Missoula is leading several
Glscussions and workshops
this next week. Everyone is
welcome to attend.
The Baha’i Faith is starting
a new introductory series dis
cussing the faith beginning
Dec. 5 at 7 p.m. at the Baha’i
Center at 1830 South Avenue.
The next night, an introducto-

- Send A ^wsaHand^
** Wreath
\ Beautiful Montana Handmade Wreath

for you, your loved ones, or as a
business gift Our wreaths are
handcrafted of freshly cut evergreen
boughs accented with cedar and juniper
berries, pine cones and a beautiful red
velvet bow. Approximately 22" diameter
wrapped in plastic to preserve that
uniquely Montana fragrance.

ONLY

^2895

Price includes delivery anywhere in the
continental U.S. as well as an optional gift card.
Larger quantity order prices are available.
Orders must be received by December 10
-to insure delivery prior to Christmas.

l-(800) 823-9663
IN MONTANA
Bitterroot Evergreens
3174 Highway 93 North- STEVENSVILLE, MT 59870
(406) 642-3415

For a limited time, we're able to offer a special low

price on Bausch & Lomb MEDALIST® contact lenses.
then disposed of before they can develop uncomfort

able deposits that can cause cloudy or blurred vision.
Our special package includes a professional eye exam,

custom lens fitting, eight Bausch & Lomb MEDALIST®

contacts and a cleaning kit. For more information or
an appointment, call 728-3504.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
CONTACT LENS CENTER
Parkside Professional Village
700 West Kent. Missoula

THE RESIDENCE LIFE OFFICE
IS CURRENTLY ACCEPTING

RESIDENT ASSISTANT
APPLICATIONS FOR THE
1994-1995 ACADEMIC YEAR
Applications and position descriptions may be obtained at the Residence Life Office,
Room 101, Turner Hall, or at any of the respective hall desks.
Applicants must have a minimum 2.25 G.RA. and interest in working with people.

Compensation: Room and Board plus a cash stipend.
Interviews will be scheduled during Spring Semester, and new resident assistants will
be selected prior to the end of Spring Semester.

Questions relative to these positions should be directed to the Residence Life Office.

Applications should be completed and returned to the Residence Life Office by

JANUARY 21,1994
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer
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GRRRL Meets Dog

A Chris Jacobs photo

Bob's Garage
A Joe Weston photo

A Fish Story
Rub-A-Dub-Dub
An Ann Arbor Miller photo

A Bob Beckley Photo
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The Days of
Your Life ...
•University
Orchestra
concert, 8
p.m., Music
Recital Hall.
•Basketball
Tournament,
KYLT/Coca-Cola Classic
XIV—with UM,
University of Missouri at
Kansas City, Northeast
Louisiana University and
Southern Utah State
University, 7 p.m. and 9
p.m., Dec. 3 and 4,
Dahlberg Arena,
$9/reserved, $7 general,
$6 senior citizens and
non-UM students.
•Photography recep
tion for Christopher
Flinchpaugh, whose work
will be on display in the
UC Gallery until Dec. 22.
Flinchpaugh’s photos
reveal dark symbols of a
culture based on fear of
the force of nature and
human atrocities commit
ted in the guise of political
ideology.
Saturday, Dec.
4
•Basketball—
Lady Griz vs.
Iowa State
University, 4 p.m.,
Dahlberg Arena,
$7/reserved; $6/general,
$5/senior citizens and
non-UM students.

Sunday, Dec. 5
•Is Jesus
Enough?The
Missoula area
Baha’i communi
ty invites people
of all faiths to an intro
ductory talk with a ques
tion and answer session
on the Baha’i Faith. 10
a.m., the Bahd’i House of
Worship, 620 S. Third
West.

Harsh flu strain hits Montana early
ATLANTA (AP) —
Outbreaks of influenza in
Montana, Wyoming and Idaho
signal an early onset of flu sea
son, the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention said
Thursday.
Through late-November,
health officials in the three
states reported Beijing flu out
breaks, while 14 other states
reported sporadic cases.
In the three states, the ill
ness spread through several
schools, causing up to 45 per
cent of the schools’ students to
be absent, the CDC said.
Federal health officials rec
ommended vaccinations for
people at highest risk of death
from flu, including the elderly
and people with chronic dis

eases.
“When the predominant
strain is the Beijing, a lot of
the population tends to be sus
ceptible,” said Nancy Arden,
chief of influenza epidemiology
for the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control and
Prevention.
“Things seem to be happen
ing a little bit earlier than
usual this season,” she said.
In Europe, outbreaks of the
Beijing flu occurred as early as
October in England, Scotland
and Finland, the CDC said.
“Their season was unusual
ly early,” Ms. Arden said. “In
October, they were seeing
what we were seeing in
November.”
The flu season typically

begins in November.
Outbreaks usually don’t
occur until December or
January. The season got off to
a surprise start when
Louisiana reported outbreaks
of the Beijing flu in August in
a nursing home and on a
barge.
“It’s hard to say when we
might see a peak of activity. It
remaips very hard to predict,”
Ms. Arden said. “There are
some years when we have an
early start to the season, well
have an early end. But that’s
not the case every time.”
Last year’s season was dom
inated by the Type B flu
strain, which is mild and typi
cally hits children and young
adults.

Type A flu, which caused an
epidemic in the United States
in 1991 and crept into the end
of the last flu season, is the
harshest and is most often
deadly to the elderly and peo
ple with chronic diseases.
Beijing is the worst strain of
Type A flu.
“It’s the one that is most
often associated with the high
est mortality during the
influenza season,” Ms. Arden
said.
Flu generally kills an aver
age 20,000 people a year, she
said.
The CDC said it’s not too
late to get a flu shot for protec
tion against this season’s
strain, but no one should wait
until more outbreaks occur.

THE RESIDENCE LIFE OFFICE
IS CURRENTLY ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR THE
STUDENT STAFF SUPERVISORY POSITIONS
DURING THE 1994 -1995 ACADEMIC YEAR
Applicants must be Graduate Students, preferably with Residence Hall experience or
Undergraduate Sutdents who have had previous experience working in Residence Hall.

Applications and position descriptions may be obtained at the Residence Life Office, Room
101, Turner Hall.
Compensation: Room and Board plus a cash stipend.
Applicants just have a minimum 2.25 G.P.A. and interest in Residence Halls or Student

Personnel work.

Interviews will be scheduled during Spring Semester, and staff selections will be made prior
to April 5,1994.
Questions relative to these positions should be directed to the Residence Life Office.

Applications should be completed and returned to the Residence Life Office by

JANUARY 21,1994.
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer

Montana Kaimln, Friday. December 3,1993.
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Salvation army seeks helpers to
spread holiday cheer to needy
Kimberly Benn
Kaimin Reporter

Missoula’s Salvation Army
is looking for a handful of
helpers to spread the
Christmas spirit.
“We need people to unload
trucks, sort toys, sort food,
and pack family baskets,”
said Nancy O’Connell, the
director of social services at
the Salvation Army. “It just
goes on and on. We’re looking
for as many people as we can
get.”
Every year the Salvation
Army prepares food hampers
and gets toys for needy people
in Missoula. This year there
has been an increase in the
number of people looking for
help.

“Last Thanksgiving the
army handed out 180 food
hampers and this
Thanksgiving we did 568,”
said Brigadier Jean Rand of
the British Salvation Army,
who is working in Missoula
for December. “That’s three
times as much.”
They expect the trend to
continue.
This year they expect to
hand out more than 1,000
food hampers and some 2,000
toys, a 20 percent increase
from last year. Last
Christmas the Salvation
Army handed out 800 food
baskets and 1,630 toys to
needy people in Missoula.
The goods will be distrib
uted on Dec. 23, but the week
before the Salvation Army

will need help with every
thing.
Anyone who has an
income up to 150 percent of
the poverty level, which is
determined by the
Department of Health and
Human Services, can qualify
for help from the Army.
The level of poverty varies
depending on the size of a
family. For example, the
poverty level for a family of
four is $14,350 a year, but if
a family of four makes any
where below $21,000 a year
they can qualify for assis
tance from the Salvation
Army.
The food hampers contain
a Christmas dinner and
enough food to last for about
five days after the holiday.

BRIGADIER JEAN Rand gives out instructions for
Garic Lohr
decorating the Salvation Army’s Christmas tree in
Kaimin
Southgate Mall Thursday. There will be a silent auction for the trees
in the mall that will begin tomorrow and run through Saturday. The
proceeds from the Salvation Army’s tree will go toward food for the
needy during the holiday season.

KAIMIN CLASSIFIEDS

F kiosk
The
Kaimin
assumes
no
responsibility for advertisements
which are placed in the Classified
Section. We urge all readers to use
their best judgement and investigate
fully any offers of employment,
investment or related topics before
paying out any money.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Screw on silver fish earring
with a stone. Call 243-5354 if found.
MISSING! Forestry School Mascot.
Large female moose name: Bertha.
Abducted from F206 by unkown
assailants. Reward! Return or face
the vengance of Forester’s Armed

Response Team.
Found: Tracy Somerfield’s wallet.
Identify and claim in LA 350.

Found: Just off campus key chain
w/bullet, claim in Jour. 206.

Rosters due Dec. 8, play begins Jan.
18. $20 forfeit fee. Counts towards
All Sports Trophy. Register Campus
Recreation, FH 201,243-2802.
Spring Semester Volleyball-Co-Rec,
A & B leagues. Limit 20 teams.
Rosters due Dec 8, play begins Jan.
18. Register Campus Recreation FH
201,243-2802.

Education for details -162 Lodge.
Three people for temporary, part-time
help to make wreaths and garlands.
Call 543-3813.

Applications for Women’s Center
Volunteer Coordinator available at
the Women’s Center, due Dec. 10.
Phone 243-4153. UC 211.

Indoor Soccer Spring SemesterMen’s and Women’s divisions.
Rosters due Dec. 8, play begins Jan.
16. $20 foreit fee. Register Campus
Recreation FH 201,243-2802.

Live in nanny, 3 blocks from campus,
driver’s licence required. Call 7216578 or 721-3000 or 543-6736.

Pregnant? Let us help • Abortion

FAST ACCURATE Verna Brown
543-3782

Alternative • Supportive • Free •
Confidential • 1st Way Pregnancy
Support Center, call for hours • 5490406 (formerly Birthright).
REAL RUSSIAN FOLK MUSIC!
FREE! Monday, Dec. 3rd, UC
Lounge, 7 p.m. Sponsored by UC
Programming.

The Moose is Loose!

TYPING

NO ONE IN MISSOULA SHOULD
GO HUNGRY! SUPPORT the
MISSOULA FOOD BANK. To help,
call 549- 0543
To the Freshman Co-ed from Noxon!
We talked at Laundra-Queen a couple
of Saturdays ago about politics &
religion. You are interesting and
intrigued me. If you would like to

meet again, my name is Ed. Phone is
542-3148.

ESCAPE

DATING

HELL.

Missoula’s
Dateline:
Local
Connections, ALL Preferences. 1900-884-9206 ext. 6842. $2.99 per
min. Must be 18 yrs. Procall (602)
954-7420
Back Alley Deli - Open 6:30 am,
Mon.-Fri., 8:00 am Sat. & Sun.
Skiers Special, Happy Hour 3-4.
Homemade soups, croissants, and

more. Comer of 4th and Higgins.
UM Advocate Applications are
available in Brantly Hall, 2nd floor,
New Student
Services,
UC
information desk. Applications are
due Thursday Jan. 27.

Basketball Spring Semester-Men’s,
Women’s and Co-Rec divisions.

ALASKA
SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT: fisheries. Many
earn $2,000+/mo. in canneries or
$3,000-$6,000+/mo. on fishing
vessels. Many employers provide
benefits. No exp. necessary! Get the
necessary head start on next summer.
For more info, call: 1-206-545-4155
ext A5696

WORDPERFECT,
LASER,
REASONABLE, LYN 721-6268
Professional Word Processing Ann
543-0322
TYPING - Term Papers, Resumes
543-8565

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING Earn up to $2,000+/month working
on Cruise Ships or .Land-Tour
companies. World travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.).
Summer and Full-Time employment
available. No experience necessary.
For more information call 1 -206-6340468 ext. C5696.

SPRING BREAK ‘94 Lake Havasu,
AZ, America’s Newest Hot Spot, is
actively seeking responsible,
energetic campus reps. Earn $$$+
Free trips! Call Mike (406) 586-8277
or (800) 4 HAVASU.

Career opportunity with Bureau of
Land Management in Nevada. Many
openings for undergrads and graduate
students in Range, Geology, Fishery
and Wildlife Biology, Hydrology,
Natural Resource (fire), Realty,
Business Admin., and others.
Deadline 12/07/93. See Coop

RUSH TYPING CALL BERTA
251-4125

SERVICES
If you are pregnant and
someone to talk to, Catholic
Services provides free,
judgmental assistance. Call
Robel at 542-0001 ext. 2029.

need
Social
nonBetsy

SEWING: Prompt and Reasonable,
549-7780.
Ski Big Mountain? Cross country in
Glacier? Stay in Col. Falls
Homestead Cabin sleeps six, kitchen,
bath, $300 three nights, $500 wk.

If you are pregnant and
someone to talk to, Catholic
Services provides free,
judgemental assistance. Call
Robel at 542-0001 x 2029.

NORTHWEST MINI STORAGE
LaCrosse boots size 7. Wore 4 times.
Call 258-6005. $30.00.
Foosball table, very nice, $75.00,
543-8924 or 542-0038.

1980 VW Rabbit, red, 2-door, good
condition, $450.00 call 243-1049.

need
Social
non
Betsy

COMPUTERS
MAC plus 30 MB Hard disc plus(+)
software, $350, call Cary at 5492453.

FOR SALE
NEED MEAL POINTS? 200 Pts to
sell. Corraun, 243-1803.

10x10 $40/mo & 10x20 units
$64/mo, & open storage. 1111 No.
Russell-549-3687

GRIZZLY STASH N’DASH Mini
Storage. $16/mo. and up. 549-7585,
806 Worden.

BICYCLES
Dorm sized stair stepper $80.00, all
542-0039, leave message.

ROOMMATE NEEDED

HELP WANTED

PERSONALS

The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week Classifieds may be placed in the Kaimin
business office. Journalism 206. They must be made in person
RATES
Student/Faculty/Staff
Off Campus
$.80 per 5-word line
$.90 per 5-word line
LOST AND FOUND
The Kaimin will run classified ads for lost or found items free of charge. They can be
three lines long and will run for three days. They must be placed in person in the Kaimin
business office, Journalism 206.

Roommate needed for 9-mile area 2/garage, 275/no pets, w/deposit,
626-4164.
Female, $170/mo., incl./util., 3
bedroom house. 721-7632.
Male, non-smoker, $250, 251-4724.

Roommate needed: $225 per month,
all utilites, laundry included, 5497290.
Roommate needed close to U. Very
nice place. Must see! All hardwood
floors. $300 a month incl. most util.
Call 543-3537 A.S.A.P.

FOR RENT
Nice 1 bedroom, walk to U. Heat
paid, furnished, no pets, 543-6713.

Pinarello 58cm “Record Equipe”.
Dura Ace components, Scott Aero
bars, Matrix Titan 700 clincher rims,
Look Pedals, Avocet Computer. With
$150.00 Nashbar bike bag. Perfect!
Cost $2,000, sell $950.00,728-7649.

SKI EQUIP.
SAVE BUCKS ON SKIS: Buy any
Telemark, Alpine touring, Skate or
Classical Ski Package and SAVE
15%!! Buy any ski or boot and SAVE
5%!! The Trail Head, Corner of
Higgins and Pine, Downtown. 5436966.

OUTDOOR GEAR
TENTS ON SALE: 3-Season Tents 30% off. Select models from Sierra
Designs, North Face, Quest, Wild
Country!! The Trail Head, Comer of
Higgins and Pine, Downtown. 5436966.

TRANSPORTATION
Prime two bedroom apartment.
Fireplace, carport, dish washer. Call
543-6713.

Large room for rent in Mid
Rattlesnake home. Non-smoker, no
pets. $265 month. Includes utilities,
$200 deposit. Graduate student
preferred. 542-0793.

Conservative family would like to
rent room to young woman. Room
plus 2 meals per day. Share bath and
family with, one other female. $185
per month, 251-3291 evenings.

WANTED TO BUY
CARLO’S Buys your used clothing.
LEVI, GAP, BAN-REP, PIERI,
ESPRIT, LIZ, RALPH. 543-6350,
204 3rd.

STORAGE RENTALS

For sale: Round trip ticket Msla. to
Minneapolis. Depart 12/16 return
1/15. $300.00 obo. Call Jeff at 5495827. Ticket may be flexible.

MISCELLANEOUS
Holiday Craft Show. Today 5-9pm.
Sat., Dec 4, 10am-9pm. Sunday, Dec.
5, 10am-5pm. 733 S. 6th St. W. Area
artists offering special holiday gifts.
543-5348.

Moving Sale, 12/4/93, Sat. 9-4. Futon
($150) microwave ($50) computer
desk ($50) furniture, appliances,
clothes, gifts, etc. 2421 Schilling,
543-4381.

HI COUNTRY SKI PACKAGES
12 SKI PACKAGES TO CHOOSE FROM
TO FIT YOUR SKIING STYLE & BUDGET

ALPINE & CROSS COUNTR

$99°°
TO

EDEE
t

Ij t
il
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Marshall Mountain
ENTRY LEVEL
ALPINE SKI
PACKAGE

• Dynamic Skis
• Alpina TM/TL Boots
• Geze 55 Bindings
• Scott Poles
• Set up & ASTM
Reg.$615

I IET
TICKFT
I■ ■ ■ I
" ■
ALPINE
INTERMEDIATE
SKI PACKAGE

u

• Atomic AXR Skis
• Raich le 3.8 Boots
• Geze 75 Bindings
• Set up & ASTM
Reg. $754

Package

Package Price

$269

A $17 value with every
Alpine Ski Package or any
new Alpine Skis, Boots &
Bindings purchased.

I I

Price

$399

__

V20 FLOATER ALPINE SKIS
Great All Mountain Ski Reg. $500

~r

ULTRA HEAVYWEIGHT

Columbia
COLUMBIA JACKETS
Sportswear Company
New shipment of
Bug-A-Boo's
just arrived
Mens' & Womens'

BORG PILE FLEECE JACKETS
FOUR Colors
to choose from

Reg. $154

YOUR OUTDOOR HEADQUARTERS

SPORTSMAN'S
SURPLUS

• Finlandia No Wax Skis
• Artex Leather Boots
Metal 75mm Bindings
•Nordic Poles
•Installed
Reg.$170

Ask about our junior trade-in
program.

249°°

SKI PANTS
Full Side Zip
Wind Proof
Water Proof
Mens'. Womens' & Childrens'

$

Tails &XXL

STORE HOURS
Mon. - Fri. 9 to 9
Sat. 9 to 8
Sun. 10 to 6

ENTRY
TOURING
X-COUNTRY
PACKAGE

$135.99

[Dcountry
SPORTS SPECIALISTS

Tremper Shopping Center • 721-3992

